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This book has brought into sharp focus the parts played and contributions made to the Legal Profession in Nigeria from
Independence till today by Hairat Balogun. Hers has been a Life of service, driven by truth and a commitment to Justice.
Service, Truth and Justice - three words - adherence to just one of them can define someone as a person of integrity and
honour; and when all three are found in one person they set that person apart as an icon, a yardstick for her peers, and a
model for the generation following after. As the first lady Attorney-General of the foremost Nigerian state i.e. Lagos State,
during the military regime she exhibited, for the first time, obedience of the Executive arm of government to court orders
in the celebrated case of Ojukwu vs Attorney General of Lagos State and others 1986 3 NWLR (part 26) 39 Court of
Appeal. She thereby laid the foundation of the precedence of putting a stop to the disobedience of court orders by the
Military Government dubbed as Executive Lawlessness. The contribution of the Author to the political history of this
country was appreciated by her appointment as a member of "The Transition to Civil Rule Tribunal" in 1987 by the then
Military Government. I commend this book to all cadres of people, lawyers, humanists, religious people of Christian and
Muslim faith as they all will find a lesson or two to learn. I particularly recommend this book to our youths i.e. pupils of
secondary schools, graduates of our universities (especially lawyers) and teacher training colleges who from this book
will learn the importance of hard work, dedication, honesty and loyalty which are important virtues that are gradually
being eroded from our society.
And Justice for All ...even Teamsters tells of one man's journey from growing up on a Louisiana plantation to attending a
presidential inauguration. Laird Evans watched America change from a vibrant economy to a world where deregulation
and governmental interference practically destroyed the Teamsters' Union.
There is rarely just a single cause for a complex problem, but if we wait to solve all causes contributing to a complex
problem, we may never get the job done. This book offers a possible contributing cause to one of society's basic
flaws...untruthfulness. Perhaps there is no greater single contributor to the drain on our growth and progress toward the
goal of our Founding Founders that there is liberty and justice for all. Included in each chapter are proposed solutions for
the facets of the problem as it relates to various aspects of our daily lives. We the people must strive for a more perfect
union, starting with equal justice for all in all aspects of our society. At the basis of my theory is the notion that lawyers
are taught from day one of law school that truth is avoidable and they are duty bound to defend their client even at the
expense of justice. That vile attitude has metastasized into every aspect of society as the lawyers have migrated into nonlaw positions. Only we the people can turn this tide. This book was structured as limited so as to facilitate a call to action
in the time of a cross country flight.
The updated version of McIver's bestselling biography explores the aftermath of Metallica's comeback in the wake of
2008's Death Magnetic. The band entering the Rock And Hall Of Fame, toured as the leading member of the Big Four Of
Thrash alongside Slayer, Megadeth and Anthrax Establishing their own Orion festival Embarking on side projects aplenty
(Lars Ulrich as an actor, Kirk Hammett as a horror buff) and recorded what is possibly the most despised record in heavy
metal history, a collaboration with Lou Reed titled Lulu. Here McIver reveals a refreshing new spin on the Lulu album, reevaluating its contents in the light of Reed's death in 2013.
Just the sound of the words, "fair, just and righteous," can prove to be exhilarating as much as they can prove to be
confusing. The words sound good, however; in this world, few really believe in them for good reason. For all practical
purposes they do not exist. The words exist, however, the true meaning of the words rarely exist. Everyone knows that
life is not fair. If it were fair there would not be any hungry, much less starving people in the world. This world is not a just
world. Take our own justice system for example. It's the best we can come up with, so I suppose it is better than nothing.
Try convincing that to the families who have loved ones who are innocent yet are incarcerated and even executed, or the
victims of the guilty criminals who are set free. These are not infrequent injustices. Righteousness is fair and just
combined. It has to do with being morally upright and proper. Know anyone like that? Self-righteous and unrighteous
people are far more plentiful in this world. But what if you could imagine a world where fairness, and justice and
righteousness were absolute realities? A world where God, not man or religion, but only God was the One who defined
the meaning and measure of fairness, justice and righteousness? Wow! Who wouldn't love that? That is music to our
ears. Or rather it should be music to our ears. It's hard to imagine a place like that because we have never known a place
like that. Yet, there is a place like that that does exist. Some people believe that, and some people don't, and that's okay.
All I ask is that you imagine, much like imagining what you would do with all your winnings of a lottery. Even if you do not
win, those moments of imaging, "what if," were still fun, and they were real at the time. You do not have to believe in this
world to have fun imagining it is real. However; be prepared to pay the price if you do decide this world is real. By the
way, the price is free.
In the village of Fakulum, a very special child is born - Njemucharr - in a time when the white man's grip on Africa hasn't
quite loosened. Groomed and nurtured in typical African fashion by the entire village, Njemucharr aspires to bring
change. With like-minded friends, he undertakes the task of trying to thwart the sell-outs of the nation and implement his
vision of a truly independent country.
Justice for Victims brings together the world’s leading scholars in the fields of study surrounding victimization in a
pioneering international collection. This book focuses on the current study of victims of crime, combining both legal and
social-scientific perspectives, articulating both in new directions and questioning whether victims really do have more
rights in our modern world. This book offers an interdisciplinary approach, covering large-scale (political) victimization,
terrorist victimization, sexual victimization and routine victimization. Split into three sections, this book provides in-depth
coverage of: victims' rights, transitional justice and victims' perspectives, and trauma, resilience and justice. Victims'
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rights are conceptualised in the human rights framework and discussed in relation to supranational, international and
regional policies. The transitional justice section covers victims of war from those caught between peace and justice, as
well as post-conflict justice. The final section focuses on post-traumatic stress, connecting psychological and
anthropological perceptions in analysing collective violence, mass victimization and trauma. This book addresses
challenging and new issues in the field of victimology and the study of transitional and restorative justice. As such, it will
be of interest to researchers, practitioners and students interested in the fields of victimology, transitional justice,
restorative justice and trauma work.
Justice For All By: Frank Gee One family’s story spanning three generations, Justice For All depicts Frank Gee’s life
growing up in South Africa during Apartheid and the legalized racism he encountered, his migration to the United States,
and his successes and failures as he strives to carve out his own American Dream.
In Dworkin’s master work, the central thesis is that all areas of value depend on one another. This is one, big thing that
the hedgehog knows, in contrast to the fox, who knows many little things. Dworkin’s understanding of the
relationship—between ethics, morality, and political morality—is significantly revised and also greatly elaborated. He
argues that “dignity” is the essential core of living well and that a satisfactory account of dignity would, in turn, point to
two principles. The first states that it is objectively important that each person’s life go well; and the second that each
person has a special responsibility for identifying what counts as success in his or her own life. Dworkin believes that
values cohere and that in order to defend that coherence he has to take up a broad variety of philosophical issues that
are not normally treated in one book. He discusses the metaphysics of value, the character of truth, the nature of
interpretation, the conditions of agreement and disagreement, the phenomenon of moral responsibility and the problem of
free will as well as more substantive issues of ethical, moral and legal theory.
Reproduction of the original: Christ The Way, The Truth, and The Life by John Brown
In these essays, Visker (Fund for Scientific Research, Institute of Philosophy) responds both to those critics of Foucault
who place post- structuralism in opposition to phenomenology and those who dismiss Foucault's work out of hand as
crass relativism. The essays consider the relationship between Foucault's work to that of the phenomenologists
(especially Heidegger), the role of intersubjectivity in the works of Foucault and Merleau-Ponty, and the view of the self
that emerges from the writings of Foucault and Levinas. Annotation copyrighted by Book News Inc., Portland, OR
This vital book considers the compelling and addictive hold that racism has had on centuries of Americans, explores
historical and contemporary norms complicit in the problem, and appeals to the U.S. government to improve race
relations, rectify existent social imperfections, and guard against future race-based abuses. • Presents the inescapable
evidence of persistent social violence, inequalities, and injustices perpetrated against blacks within America's borders
prior to and for centuries since the nation's founding • Identifies the negative psycho-social consequences and harmful
impact of "transgenerated trauma"—based on the experiences of living in an overtly oppressive society for centuries—on
both the oppressed and the oppressor in America • Emphasizes the necessity for all American citizens to share the
responsibility for exposing historical truths, working through painful memories and realities, engaging in long-avoided
dialogue, and implementing systems to assure a more just America for all its citizens
Through war crimes prosecutions, truth commissions, purges of perpetrators, reparations, and memorials, transitional justice
practices work under the assumptions that truth telling leads to reconciliation, prosecutions bring closure, and justice prevents the
recurrence of violence. But when local responses to transitional justice destabilize these assumptions, the result can be a troubling
disconnection between international norms and survivors' priorities. Localizing Transitional Justice traces how ordinary people
respond to—and sometimes transform—transitional justice mechanisms, laying a foundation for more locally responsive approaches
to social reconstruction after mass violence and egregious human rights violations. Recasting understandings of culture and
locality prevalent in international justice, this vital book explores the complex, unpredictable, and unequal encounter among
international legal norms, transitional justice mechanisms, national agendas, and local priorities and practices.
Metallica: Justice for All (New Revised Edition)Omnibus Press
This collection of Michael Heaton's best newspaper and magazine stories shows Cleveland to be a crazy quilt of bold schemes,
failed dreams, and colorful characters. To get the story he has put on boxing gloves and entered the ring, and gone undercover
with the FBI and mob informants. He has interviewed chefs and coroners, gypsies and priests.
Truth, Denial and Transition: Northern Ireland and the Contested Past makes a unique and timely contribution to the transitional
justice field. In contrast to the focus on truth and those societies where truth recovery has been central to dealing with the
aftermath of human rights violations, comparatively little scholarly attention has been paid to those jurisdictions whose transition
from violent conflict has been marked by the absence or rejection of a formal truth process. This book draws upon the case study
of Northern Ireland, where, despite a lengthy debate, the question of establishing a formal truth recovery process remains hotly
contested. The strongest and most vocal opposition has been from unionist political elites, loyalist ex-combatants and members of
the security forces. Based on empirical research, their opposition is unpicked and interrogated at length throughout this book.
Critically exploring notions of national imagination and blamelessness, the politics of victimhood and the tension between traditions
of sacrifice and the fear of betrayal, this book is the first substantive effort to concentrate on the opponents of truth recovery rather
than its advocates. This book will interest those studying truth processes and transitional justice in the fields of Law, Politics, and
Criminology.
Can the criminal justice system achieve justice based on its ability to determine the truth? Drawing on a variety of disciplinary and
interdisciplinary perspectives, this book investigates the concept of truth – its complexities and nuances – and scrutinizes how well
the criminal justice process facilitates truth-finding. From allegation to sentencing, the chapters take the reader on a journey
through the criminal justice system, exposing the marginalization of truth-finding in favour of other jurisprudential or systemic
values, such as expediency, procedural fairness and the presumption of innocence. This important work bridges the gap between
what people expect from the criminal justice system and what it can legitimately deliver.
In 1988, many of the world's leading theologians gathered at Maryknoll to honor Gustavo GutiŽrrez, the father of liberation
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theology. The occasion marked the twentieth anniversary of the Medell'n conference, GutiŽrrez's sixtieth birthday, and publication
of a new edition of his enduring classic, A Theology of Liberation. The resulting volume, The Future of Liberation Theology,
included over fifty papers presented at that historic gathering. Expanding the View takes key essays from that landmark volume
and makes them available for the first time in paperback. From the wealth of material, essays were selected to provide the most
comprehensive overview of critical thinking on liberation theology--both its past developments and the challenges it faces in the
future. Among the issues addressed: the ways liberation theology has grown and developed in its treatment of popular religion,
Marxism, and women's issues, and the contribution of liberation theology to interreligious dialogue, Catholic social teaching, and
the struggle for human rights. Critical questions are raised about the future possibilities of liberation theology. Above all, many of
the contributors assess the significance of this theology from the Third World for Christians living in the affluent First World. Ideal
for classroom use, and essential reading for everyone interested in this vital movement, this volume includes GutiŽrrez's own
Expanding the View, which introduces the fifteenth anniversary edition of A Theology of Liberation. Contributors include: Elisabeth
Schÿssler Fiorenza, Aloysius Pieris, Arthur McGovern, Franiois Houtart, Harvey Cox, Edward Schillebeeckx, Rosemary Ruether,
Penny Lernoux, Leonardo Boff, Johann Baptist Metz, Gregory Baum, JosŽ M'guez Bonino, Pablo Richard, Robert McAfee Brown,
and Maria Clara Bingemer.
An insightful look at today's issues Corbin Fowler presents essays and letters that address classical philosophy as well as current events. It's
an accessible and highly interesting viewpoint of life in America today. An accessible discourse on philosophy
Political theorists Jeremy Elkins and Andrew Norris observe that American political culture is deeply ambivalent about truth. On the one hand,
voices on both the left and right make confident appeals to the truth of claims about the status of the market in public life and the role of
scientific evidence and argument in public life, human rights, and even religion. On the other hand, there is considerable anxiety that such
appeals threaten individualism and political plurality. This anxiety, Elkins and Norris contend, has perhaps been greatest in the humanities
and in political theory, where many have responded by either rejecting or neglecting the whole topic of truth. The essays in this volume
question whether democratic politics requires discussion of truth and, if so, how truth should matter to democratic politics. While individual
essays approach the subject from different angles, the volume as a whole suggests that the character of our politics depends in part on what
kinds of truthful inquiries it promotes and how it deals with various kinds of disputes about truth. The contributors to the volume, including
prominent political and legal theorists, philosophers, and intellectual historians, argue that these are important political and not merely
theoretical questions.
This book takes the view that Christian truth is the basis for all answers to social issues and that there are not two opposing but equal
answers within Christian truth that are equally valid and equally acceptable to God. Any so called truth or "right" that circumvents or undercuts
the required sacrifices, disciplines and self denial demanded by God in any given social or moral issue ceases to be truth, ceases to be right
the moment it becomes a force unto itself, outside of or independent of the Scripturally required obedience. Human history has shown over
the millennia that when the letter and spirit of God's laws are not obeyed, the truth is abused, nations become confused and people are used.
Many of our political and social issues are rooted in our misplaced belief that tolerance, inclusion, equal respect for unequal truth and live and
let live is the way to greater peace and prosperity. They are all wrong. Each individual, government and nation is judged by their response to
Christ. The Christian nation or one which ascribes to being one, is tasked to set the Christian standard as every nation's point of reference. It
is the Christian's duty to show that the valid rule of God's law, the letter of God's law and the spirit of God's law are superior to any other
alternative standard. The biggest obstacle to Christianity today is the undisciplined, misinformed and unfaithful lifestyles of professing
Christians. The Church has become so indoctrinated in its aversion to any form of discrimination that it has placed a higher priority on
keeping the peace by compromising than by keeping the truth by discriminating. By accepting a false peace and rejecting a hard truth that
resists compromise, it begets neither peace nor truth.
A critical exploration of the steps taken to promote peace, reconciliation and justice in post-genocide Rwanda.
First Published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER *Indigo Top 10 of the Year* Former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada Beverley McLachlin
offers an intimate and revealing look at her life, from her childhood in the Alberta foothills to her career on the Supreme Court, where she
helped to shape the social and moral fabric of the country—for readers of Educated and Becoming. From a very early age, all I knew was that I
wanted to do something that was not ordinary. Because, for a girl growing up in a remote prairie town in the 1940s, the ordinary was very
ordinary indeed. Beverley McLachlin has led an extraordinary life. One of the few women studying law in the 1960s, she graduated at the top
of her class and began her long career—first as a dedicated lawyer and professor, later as a judge serving on the highest court in the country,
and finally as the first woman to be named Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada. The journey wasn’t easy. The options for women
growing up in rural Pincher Creek, Alberta, were limited. But McLachlin was willful and spirited, and she wanted an education. She also had
an innate sense of justice, which was reinforced by the lessons her parents taught her about equality and the value of hard work. It was this
faith in justice that pulled her through dark times, especially when faced with sexism and exclusion at work and personal tragedy at home.
Over time, McLachlin became a champion for Canadians from all walks of life. As a judge on the Supreme Court, she presided over charged
debates on topics such as same-sex marriage, euthanasia, and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. With each judgment, she laid down a
legal legacy proving that fairness and justice are not luxuries of the powerful but rather rights owed to each and every one of us. With warmth,
honesty, and deep wisdom, McLachlin recounts her remarkable life on and off the bench. Truth Be Told is an inspiring reminder that integrity
and the rule of law are our best hopes for a progressive and bright future.
Cartea lui I.D. Vulc?nescu, R?SPUNS ÎNTÂRZIAT LA O PROBLEM? DE MESIANISM ?I ISTORIE, nu a fost rezultatul unei amân?ri la
r?spunsul uneia dintre întreb?rile esen?iale de spiritualitate ale lumii vechi ?i noi. Acesta a ap?rut atunci când autorul, dup? o tr?ire a
suferin?ei dincolo de în?elegerea omului normal, a reu?it s? priveasc? deta?at ?i complet dimensiunea transcendent? a omului ?i a
neamurilor în drumul lor prin timp, spre Creator – Cel care se dezv?luie fiec?rui om, fiec?rui popor în func?ie de capacit??ile suflete?ti ?i de
p?trundere a sensului metafizic al existen?ei, îmbr?cate în lumina crea?iilor marilor gânditori care dau sens, con?inut ?i for?? na?iunii c?reia îi
apar?in ?i pe care o înscriu în patrimoniul de tr?ire al umanit??ii. Acesta este motivul pentru care nu este permis nim?nui ?i nici unui popor,
oricât de vechi s-ar considera, s?-?i proclame superioritatea ?i “preten?ia de monopol asupra revela?iei divine”. Din aceast? perspectiv?, I.D.
Vulc?nescu, în paginile lucr?rii sale, analizeaz? sintagma de “popor ales” prin sensul mesianic al poporului evreu, greu încercat în lunga sa
existen??, folosind analiza lui Nae Ionescu, pe aceast? tem?, din prefa?a romanului DE DOU? MII DE ANI a lui Mihail Sebastian.
This is a spiritual book comprised of quotations about Love, Wisdom, and Truth that I have collected from lectures given by the master Beinsa
Douno/Peter Deunov. Without exaggeration this book contains valuable uplifting Divine ideas, principles, rules and laws which we all should
put into practice. Beinsa Douno teaches that all people are brothers and sisters (since we come from one and the same Father-God) and
should live as such. "This teaching is not mine, it is God's teaching. It is a teaching of Love, brotherhood and sisterhood of absolute freedom
in which everyone respects the rights of the others. And the powerful are ready to be servants of the little and weak." Beinsa Douno. This
book together with the books "Prayers and Spiritual Formulas" and "The Might of Love" are available for free, just send me an email and I will
email them to you. Peace, Love and Light: Darin Stoytchev
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The teaching of Forensic Odontology to Graduate students taking the Diploma in Forensic Odontology course in the India, coupled with the
interest in the subject among dental students, Dentists, forensic physicians and police scenes-of- crimes investigators, and the increasing
recognition by the courts of the value of dental evidence have stimulated the making of this book. It is hoped that this book will serve as an
introduction to the various aspects of the subject that require a practical approach and also provide useful background knowledge for those
faced with attendance in court. It is not intended that this text should replace or update the numerous works on forensic odontology, but serve
as a complementary book dealing with those aspect of the subject requiring a “how to do it’ approach for those who wish to make a start in
this field, develop a greater understanding of the needs of the field. Each topic indicates the most useful references for further study and
suggests further reading material to guide the enquiring mind. A Dentist can undertake many of the procedures required in forensic
odontology using equipment normally available in the dental surgery and laboratory, provide guidance in undertaking these procedures, with
additional information on techniques that may require reference to a suitably equipped institute. With the decrease in restorative dentistry,
age assessment, Radiographic approaches will be of increasing importance in the identification process. This difficult subject has received a
different approach in order to encourage further reading and assist in selecting a suitable method. …Sumanta Kumar Kolay
Modern relativism and postmodern thought in culture and language challenge the 'truth' of history. This book considers how all historians,
confined by the concepts and forms of argument of their own cultures, can still discover truths about the past. The Truth of History presents a
study of various historical explanations and interpretations and evaluates their success as accounts of the past. C. Behan McCullagh contests
that the variety of historical interpretations and subjectivity does not exclude the possibility of their truth. Through an examination of the
constraints of history, the author argues that although historical descriptions do not mirror the past they can correlate with it in a regular and
definable way. Far from debating in the abstract and philosophical only, the author beds his argument in numerous illuminating concrete
historical examples. The Truth of History explores a new position between the two extremes of believing that history perfectly represents the
past and that history can tell us nothing true of the past.
This book highlights how, and why, torture is such a compelling tool for states and other powerful actors. While torture has a short-term use
value for perpetrators, it also creates a devastating legacy for victims, their families and communities. In exposing such repercussions, this
book addresses the questions ‘What might torture victims need to move forward from their violation?’ and ‘How can official responses
provide truth or justice for torture victims?’ Building on observations, documentary analysis and over seventy interviews with both torture
victims and transitional justice workers this book explores how torture was used, suffered and resisted in Timor-Leste. The author
investigates the extent to which transitional justice institutions have provided justice for torture victims; illustrating how truth commissions and
international courts operate together and reflecting on their successes and weaknesses with reference to wider social, political and economic
conditions. Stanley also details victims’ experiences of torture and highlights how they experience life in the newly built state of Timor-Leste
Tracking the past, present and future of human rights, truth and justice for victims in Timor-Leste, Torture, Truth and Justice will be of interest
to students, professionals and scholars of Asian studies, International Studies, Human Rights and Social Policy.
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